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1 This article was written
before the IEEE 802.11
Task Group on Security
(TGi) began significant
changes to WEP, and
before products support-
ing IEEE 802.1X and
EAP/TLS were available.

WIRELESS LANS

INTRODUCTION

Organizations are rapidly deploying wireless
infrastructures based on the IEEE 802.11 standard
[1]. Unfortunately, the 802.11 standard provides
only limited support for confidentiality through
the Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) protocol,
which contains significant flaws in design [2–5].
Furthermore, the standards committee for 802.11
left many difficult security issues such as key man-
agement and a robust authentication mechanism
as open problems. As a result, many of the organi-
zations deploying wireless networks use either a
permanent fixed cryptographic variable, or key, or
no encryption whatsoever. This fact, coupled with
the fact that wireless networks provide a network
access point for an adversary (potentially beyond
the physical security controls of the organization),
creates a significant long-term security problem.
Compounding this is the fact that the access con-
trol mechanisms available with currently deployed
access points1 contain serious flaws; an adversary
can easily subvert them.

Organizations over the last few years have
expended considerable effort to protect their
internal infrastructures from external compro-
mise. As a result, organizations have canalized
their external network traffic through distinct
openings protected by firewalls. The idea is sim-
ple. By limiting external connections to a few
well-protected openings, the organization can
better protect itself. Unfortunately, the deploy-
ment of a wireless network opens a “back door”
into the internal network that permits an attack-
er access beyond the physical security perimeter
of the organization. As a result, the attacker can
implement the “parking lot” attack, where the
attacker sits in the organization’s parking lot and
accesses hosts on the internal network. Ironical-
ly, in some cases, the existence of the firewall
may make the organization’s hosts more vulnera-
ble to the attacker because of the mistaken
premise that the internal hosts are immune from
attack and potential compromise. Finding an
effective solution to these problems is difficult
since all of the security mechanisms are con-
tained in the firmware of the wireless equipment
(e.g., PCMCIA card and access points), and vir-
tual private networks (VPNs) are not realizable
in all environments.

This article describes the flaws in the two
access control mechanisms (MAC address control
lists and the proprietary Closed Network scheme)
that exist in some access points and a simple
eavesdropping attack against the 802.11 specified
shared key authentication mechanism. Exploiting
these flaws, when encryption is not enabled, per-
mits an adversary immediate access to the wire-
less network as well as the organization’s local
area network. The use of encryption prevents an
adversary from gaining immediate access, but
combining our attacks with the weaknesses found
in WEP by others provides such access [4].

The next section presents a short overview of
the network configuration modes supported in
the 802.11 wireless standard. This is followed by
an overview of the 802.11 security mechanisms
and a proprietary extension for access control.
The next section describes attacks against the
only two access control mechanisms available in
most current access points, and an attack against
the 802.11 standard shared key authentication
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ABSTRACT

The explosive growth in wireless networks over
the last few years resembles the rapid growth of
the Internet within the last decade. To protect
internal resources, organizations usually pur-
chased and installed an Internet firewall. We
believe that the currently deployed wireless access
points present a larger security problem than the
early Internet connections. A large number of
organizations, based on vendor literature, believe
that the security provided by their deployed wire-
less access points is sufficient to prevent unautho-
rized access and use. Unfortunately, nothing
could be further from the truth. While the current
access points provide several security mecha-
nisms, our work combined with the work of oth-
ers show that all of these mechanisms are
completely ineffective. As a result, organizations
with deployed wireless networks are vulnerable to
unauthorized use of, and access to, their internal
infrastructure. In this article we present a novel
solution that requires no changes or additions to
any deployed wireless equipment, and is easily
deployed and transparent to end users.

YOUR 802.11 WIRELESS NETWORK
HAS NO CLOTHES

Many firms, based
on vendor literature,
believe that the
security provided by
their deployed wire-
less access points is
sufficient to prevent
unauthorized access
and use. Unfortu-
nately, nothing
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mechanism. Finally, we conclude the article with
a discussion of a higher-layer authentication and
key management scheme that can easily be
applied to almost any currently deployed wire-
less network without requiring the purchase of
new hardware or the installation of new firmware
in all of the organizations wireless devices.

802.11 WIRELESS NETWORKS

802.11 wireless networks operate in one of two
modes: ad hoc or infrastructure. The IEEE stan-
dard defines the ad hoc mode as independent
basic service set (IBSS) and the infrastructure
mode as basic service set (BSS). In the remain-
der of this section, we explain the differences
between the two modes and how they operate.

In ad hoc mode, each client communicates
directly with the other clients within the net-
work. Ad hoc mode is designed so that only
clients within transmission range of each other
(within the same cell) can communicate. If a
client in an ad hoc network wishes to communi-
cate outside of the cell, a member of the cell
must operate as a gateway and perform routing.

In infrastructure mode, each client sends all
of its communication to a central station or
access point (AP). The access point acts as an
Ethernet bridge and forwards the communica-
tions onto the appropriate network: either wired
or wireless.

Prior to communicating data, wireless clients
and APs must establish a relationship, or an
association. Only after an association is estab-
lished can two wireless stations exchange data.
In infrastructure mode, the clients associate with
an AP. The association process is a two-step
process involving three states:
• Unauthenticated and unassociated
• Authenticated and unassociated
• Authenticated and associated

To transition between the states, the commu-
nicating parties exchange messages called man-
agement frames.

A client finds a network using a very simple
procedure. All APs transmit a beacon manage-
ment frame at fixed interval. To associate with
an AP and join a BSS, a client listens for beacon
messages to identify the APs within range. The
client then selects the BSS to join in a vendor-
independent manner. For instance, on the Apple
Macintosh, all of the network names (or service
set identifiers, SSIDs) usually contained in the
beacon frame are presented to the user so that
they may select the network to join. A client may
also send a probe request management frame to
find an AP affiliated with a desired SSID. After
identifying an AP, the client and AP perform
mutual authentication by exchanging several
management frames. The two standardized
authentication mechanisms are described later.
After successful authentication, the client moves
into the second state, authenticated and unassoci-
ated. Moving from the second state to the third
and final state, authenticated and associated,
involves the client sending an association request
frame, and the AP responding with an associa-
tion response frame. After following this pro-
cess, the client becomes a peer on the wireless
network.

802.11 STANDARD
SECURITY MECHANISMS

The 802.11 standard provides several mecha-
nisms intended to provide a secure operating
environment. In this section we describe each of
these as well as the Closed Network access con-
trol mechanism.

WIRED EQUIVALENT PRIVACY PROTOCOL
The WEP protocol was designed to provide con-
fidentiality for network traffic using the wireless
protocol. The details of the algorithm used for
WEP are beyond the scope of this article. How-
ever, work by Walker et al. and Fluhrer et al.
demonstrates that WEP, without dynamic key
management, provides limited confidentiality
and possible misuse of the network.

OPEN SYSTEM AUTHENTICATION
Open system authentication is the default
authentication protocol for 802.11. As the name
implies, open system authentication authenti-
cates anyone who requests authentication. Essen-
tially, it provides a null authentication process.
Experimentation has shown that stations do per-
form mutual authentication using this method
when joining a network, and our experiments
show that the authentication management frames
are sent in the clear even when WEP is enabled.

SHARED KEY AUTHENTICATION
Shared key authentication uses a standard chal-
lenge and response along with a shared secret
key to provide authentication. The station wish-
ing to authenticate, the initiator, sends an authen-
tication request management frame indicating
that they wish to use “shared key” authentica-
tion. The recipient of the authentication request,
the responder, responds by sending an authenti-
cation management frame containing 128 octets
of challenge text to the initiator. The challenge
text is generated by using the WEP pseudo-ran-
dom number generator (PRNG) with the “shared
secret” and a random initialization vector (IV).
The IV is always sent in the clear as part of a
WEP protected frame. Once the initiator receives
the management frame from the responder, they
copy the contents of the challenge text into a new
management frame body. This new management
frame body is then encrypted with WEP using
the “shared secret” along with a new IV selected
by the initiator. The encrypted management
frame is then sent to the responder. The respon-
der decrypts the received frame and verifies that
the 32-bit cyclic redundancy check (CRC) integri-
ty check value (ICV) is valid, and the challenge
text matches that sent in the first message. If they
do, authentication is successful. If the authentica-
tion is successful, the initiator and responder
switch roles and repeat the process to ensure
mutual authentication.

The value of the status code field is set to
zero when successful and to an error value if
unsuccessful. The element identifier identifies
that the challenge text is included. The length
field identifies the length of the challenge text
and is fixed at 128. The challenge text includes
the random challenge string.

Open system
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CLOSED NETWORK ACCESS CONTROL

One vendor has defined a proprietary access
control mechanism called “Closed Network” [5].
With this mechanism, a network manager can
use either an open or a closed network. In an
open network, anyone is permitted to join the
network. In a Closed Network, only those clients
with knowledge of the network name, or SSID,
can join. In essence, the network name acts as a
shared secret.

ACCESS CONTROL LISTS
Another mechanism used by vendors (but not
defined in the standard) to provide security is
the use of access control lists based on the Eth-
ernet MAC address of the client. Each AP can
limit the clients of the network to those using a
listed MAC address. If a client’s MAC address is
listed, they are permitted access to the network.
If the address is not listed, access to the network
is prevented.

KEY MANAGEMENT
Key management is a misnomer with respect to
802.11 since it is left as an exercise for vendors.
As a result, only a few of the major vendors have
implemented any form of key management or
key agreement in their high-end products. Unfor-
tunately, none of the vendors provide sufficient
information to determine the level of assurance
provided by their product.

The 802.11 standard does, however, provide
for two methods for using WEP keys. The first
provides a window of four keys. A station or AP
can decrypt packets enciphered with any one of
the four keys. Transmission, however, is limited
to one of the four manually entered keys — the
default key. The second method is called a key
mappings table. In this method, each unique
MAC address can have a separate key. The size
of a “key mappings table” should be at least ten
entries according to the 802.11 specification. The
maximum size, however, is likely chip-set depen-
dent. The use of a separate key for each user
mitigates the cryptographic attacks found by oth-
ers, but enforcing a reasonable key period
remains a problem as the keys can only be
changed manually.2

WEAKNESSES IN
CURRENT ACCESS CONTROL MECHANISMS

This section describes the weaknesses in the
access control mechanisms of currently deployed
wireless network APs.

CLOSED NETWORK ACCESS CONTROL MECHANISM
In practice, security mechanisms based on a
shared secret are robust provided the secrets are
well protected in use and when distributed. Unfor-
tunately, this is not the case with a proprietary
access control mechanism. Several management
messages contain the network name, or SSID,
and these messages are broadcast in the clear by
APs and clients. The actual management message
containing the SSID depends on the vendor of
the AP and the firmware version. The result,
however, is that an attacker can easily sniff the

network name, determining the shared secret and
gaining access to the “protected” network. This
flaw exists even with WEP enabled because the
management messages are broadcast in the clear.

ETHERNET MAC ADDRESS ACCESS CONTROL LISTS
In theory, access control lists provide a reason-
able level of security when a strong form of
identity is used. Unfortunately, this is not the
case with MAC addresses for two reasons. First,
MAC addresses are easily sniffed by an attacker
since they must appear in the clear even when
WEP is enabled, and second, most of the wire-
less cards permit the changing of their MAC
address via software. As a result, an attacker can
easily determine the MAC addresses permitted
access via eavesdropping, and then subsequently
masquerade as a valid address by programming
the desired address into the wireless card,
bypassing the access control and gaining access
to the “protected” network.

SHARED KEY AUTHENTICATION FLAW
The current protocol for shared key authentica-
tion is easily exploited through a passive attack
by the eavesdropping of one leg of a mutual
authentication. The attack works because of the
fixed structure of the protocol (the only differ-
ence between different authentication messages
is the random challenge), and previously report-
ed weaknesses in WEP.

The attacker first captures the second and
third management messages from an authentica-
tion exchange. The second message contains the
random challenge in the clear, and the third
message contains the challenge encrypted with
the shared authentication key. Because the
attacker now knows the random challenge R, the
encrypted challenge ciphertext, C, and the public
IV, the attacker can derive the pseudo-random
stream produced using WEP, WEPPR

K,IV, with the
shared key, K, and the public initialization vari-
able, IV, using Eq. 1.

WEPPR
K,IV = C ⊕ R (1)

The size of the recovered pseudo-random
stream will be the size of the authentication
frame, because all elements of the frame are
known: algorithm number, sequence number,
status code, element id, length, and challenge
text. Furthermore, all but the challenge text will
remain the same for all authentication respons-
es. The attacker now has all of the elements to
successfully authenticate to the target network,
without knowing the shared secret K.

The attacker requests authentication of the
AP it wishes to associate/join. The AP responds
with an authentication challenge in the clear.
The attacker then takes the random challenge
text, R , and the pseudo-random stream,
WEPPR

K,IV, and computes a valid authentication
response frame body by XOR-ing the two values
together using Eq. 2.

C = WEPPR
K,IV ⊕ R (2)

The attacker then computes a new ICV as
described in Borisov et al. Now, the attacker
responds with a valid authentication response
message, and he/she associates with the AP and
joins the network.

Key management is
a misnomer with
respect to 802.11
as it is left as an
exercise for vendors.
As a result, only a
few of the major
vendors have
implemented any
form of key
management or key
agreement in their
high-end products.

2 It must be noted that
with the advent of 802.1X,
this is no longer true.
However, the TGi contin-
ues to debate the details of
how key management will
work within the 802.1X
framework. As a result,
current support for rekey-
ing using 802.1X is not
widely available.
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NEW VENDOR SOLUTIONS AND
NEW STANDARDS

Several proprietary solutions have been released
recently. The advantage of these solutions is that
the link layer key is renewed on a per-user per-
session basis. However, the key does not change
within the session. Even when the user session
lasts for weeks, the link layer key does not
change. In other words, there is no timed key
management protocol. Also, key management is
tied to authentication, because the keys are
renewed only when the user authenticates. In
addition, these solutions do not provide a proper
means of authenticating a disconnected user. A
disconnected user is an authorized user of the
network but has left the network temporarily. As
shown earlier, it is mandatory to have WEP
enabled to thwart some of the attacks described
by us. If WEP is enabled, such a user cannot
authenticate because he/she might not have the
correct window of WEP keys.

Fortunately, the 802.11 standards body is cur-
rently working on significant improvements to
the standard. But all of the changes proposed by
the standards body require firmware updates for
all clients and APs. Furthermore, the changes
are not guaranteed to work with all vendor
implementations; processing power or other
hardware limitations may prevent the vendor
from fully implementing the proposed changes.

The task group on security (TGi) for the
802.11 standards body has been working for the
past few months on an interim solution to the
known problems with WEP. Their approach is to
design a solution that can be implemented in the
firmware of the medium access controller chip
of most (not all) vendors’ chipsets, or through
the use of the host processor (client or AP).
There are four key elements to the current draft
design:
• Dynamic key management
• The addition of message integrity via a mes-

sage authentication code
• Restructuring the manner in which the initial-

ization vector and the key are combined to
avoid the weak keys found by Fluhrer et al.

• Defining a new cipher (AES), and specifying
MAC message format changes to support
upper layer authentication and cipher suite
negotiation

The exact details of the current TGi proposal are
beyond the scope of this article, and change fre-
quently as the draft converges to a standard [6].

INSIGHT INTO OUR SOLUTION

We now describe a solution we have developed
at the University of Maryland. Our solution uses
DHCP options as a transport mechanism for
wireless key management and authentication,
provides timed key management, and solves the
disconnected user problem.

DESIGN GOALS
When we began this work, solutions designed to
mitigate the known attacks against WiFi-based
networks were proprietary or required the pur-
chase of additional hardware. Our motivation

was to find a viable solution that could be easily
deployed within an enterprise without requiring
the purchase and deployment of additional hard-
ware. Our solution, proposed here, while not
optimal, mitigates all of the known attacks. We
realize that our approach does not prevent all of
the known attacks since only low-level protocol
changes by vendors and the IEEE can prevent
all of the known attacks. Our solution provides a
significant increase in protection for those orga-
nizations that currently cannot obtain vendor-
provided upgrades (not all vendor equipment
can be upgraded) and do not wish to purchase
new equipment.

We have four primary design goals:
• Provide a robust key management for wireless

LANs using the DHCP services of the wired
LAN

• Work with the existing infrastructure
• Limit complexity (complexity breeds design

and implementation errors)
• Solve the timed key management and discon-

nected user problems
The first goal mitigates most of the known

attacks against WEP (MIC attacks cannot be
prevented). The second, third and fourth goals
not only provide transparency of the security
mechanisms to the users, but also reduce the
potential for errors in design, implementation,
and operation.

SOLUTION OVERVIEW
Retrofitting security is never a wise idea. Unfor-
tunately, security architects often find it neces-
sary to do so. The approach used in our solution
is to limit the scope of the changes required in a
wireless deployment. Therefore, we opted to
make minor changes to the infrastructure rather
than requiring changes to the APs and the users’
wireless cards. In our solution, we:
• Use DHCP authentication for higher-layer

authentication [7].
• Use a wireless rekey DHCP option for key

management, which when set along with the
authentication option can be used to transport
the WEP key that is encrypted with a key gen-
erated from authentication.

• Solve the disconnected user problem by using
a two-door approach at the link layer (using
two keys, one a long-term WEP key used for
entry into the network, and subsequently to
authenticate, and another a short-term WEP
key, which is used for encrypting wireless traf-
fic). The relatively long-lived WEP key is
denoted A, and the key used for communica-
tion is denoted K.

• Provide timed key management by tying key
management and DHCP leases. When a user/
station renews its IP address the correspond-
ing WEP key is also renewed (if the wireless
rekey option is set).

KEY MANAGEMENT PROTOCOL
The wireless network consists of stations (STAs)
trying to connect to a wired network using the
AP. The DHCP server exists on the wired por-
tion of the network. All link layer traffic is
encrypted using K (the current link layer key).
Wireless traffic from the STAs is encrypted
using K. The AP decrypts the wireless traffic

Retrofitting security
is never a wise idea.

Unfortunately,
security architects

often find it
necessary to do so.
The approach used

in our solution is to
limit the scope of

the changes required
in a wireless
deployment.
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(because it too has K) and forwards the traffic to
the wired network.

The idea to mitigate the current WEP flaws is
to enforce a small key period for K. At the same
time valid STAs of the network, who leave the
network must be able to obtain the current key
(if it has changed) when they rejoin the network.
This is accomplished by a double-door entry
mechanism where the STA gains entry and
authenticates itself (using higher-layer DHCP
authentication) into the network using A. The
frequency of use of A is significantly smaller
than that of K and is hence considered to be a
key with a longer lifetime. Both the AP and
STAs have a window of four WEP keys. They
can listen on any of the four keys but can trans-
mit only on one key.

The AP listens on both K and A. The STAs
that are a part of the network have K and A.
The valid STAs who do not have K (they previ-
ously left the network and are now rejoining)
can gain entry and authenticate themselves using
A. After the STAs have authenticated them-
selves, they obtain the current link layer key K
via the DHCP option.

Apart from rejoining the network, regular
timed key management takes place for all STAs
currently in the network by leveraging DHCP
lease expirations. In other words, the current key

K keeps changing frequently. We use DHCP as a
transport mechanism for getting the new link
layer key Kn.

The basic idea is as follows:
• When the client/STA joins/rejoins the net-

work, it is assigned an IP address and given
the current link layer key K. The IP address is
leased for a particular time period. This time
period is set by organizational policy. Apart
from this, the STA is also given the next link
layer WEP key, Kn.

• All the clients in the network who have the
current key renew their IP address (note: the
address does not need to change) depending
on the lease time and in the process also
obtain the new link layer key Kn.
The messages involved with the protocol are

shown in Fig. 1:
• The STA sends a DHCPDISCOVER message

with the wireless rekey and DHCP authentica-
tion options set. The STA transmits the mes-
sage encrypted with link layer key A. The AP
can listen on A and K, and hence forwards the
request to the DHCP server on the wired
LAN.

• The DHCP server sends a DHCPOFFER mes-
sage including the authentication information
in accordance with the DHCP authentication
protocol [7]. We note that the AP’s transmis-
sion key must be changed to A before trans-
mission and back to K afterwards.

• The STA transmits a DHCPREQUEST mes-
sage, which includes the authentication infor-
mation. The authentication information is
again in accordance with the DHCP authenti-
cation protocol.

• The DHCP server sends back a DHCPACK
message, which includes the authentication
information and encrypted current WEP key
K. The encryption can be done with a shared
key as defined by [7]. Also, the DHCP server
sends the next WEP key Kn encrypted.
The problem of encrypting the WEP keys

with the shared key as defined by [7] is that
there is an inherent problem of scaling. Hence,
there arises a necessity for a public-key-based
authentication mechanism and the use of keys
derived from the public-key-based authentication
scheme.

IMPLEMENTATION
At the time when we were working on the imple-
mentation, none of the available versions of
DHCP had the authentication option imple-
mented. Hence, to be able to use authentication
functionality in our protocol, we propose a pub-
lic-key-based and a shared-key-based authentica-
tion system, which requires minimal state
maintenance at the DHCP server. The public
key mechanism also helps us solve the scalability
problem.

The following protocols implement both
authentication and rekeying functionality using
the DHCP wireless rekey option.

Public Key Version — Let C denote the STA and S
the DHCP server. Suppose the STA and DHCP
server have public key PKc and PKs, respective-
ly. The corresponding certificates are denoted
by certC and certS, respectively. For simplicity,

� Figure 1. DHCP authentication and rekey messages frame.

DHCPDISCOVER(with wireless re-key and authentication option set)

STA AP Server
(Listens on 'A','K')

Wireless LAN

DHCPREQUEST

STA AP Server
Authentication information

DHCPREQUEST

STA AP Server
Authentication information

DHCPOFFER

STA AP Server
Authentication information Ask AP to change to 'A'

DHCPACK

STA AP Server
Encrypted (current link layer key 'K' + next link layer key 'Kn")

a) Protocol for joining/rejoining the network

b) Protocol for timed key updates (re-keys)

DHCPACK

STA AP Server
Encrypted (next link layer key 'Kn')

Wireless LAN
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we assume the same public key pair is used for
both confidentiality and digital signature. If dif-
ferent keys are desired, two pairs of public keys
can be given to each STA. The following
describes the protocol when an STA joins the
network.

C ⇒ S(DHCPDISCOVER)

The STA sends a DHCPDISCOVER mes-
sage with the wireless rekey option set. The STA
transmits the message encrypted with the link
layer key A. The AP can listen on both A and K,
and hence forwards the request to the DHCP
server on the wired LAN.

S ⇒ C(DHCPOFFER): nonceS

The DHCP server sends a DHCPOFFER
message, which includes a nonce nonceS chosen
by the server.

C ⇒ S(DHCPREQUEST): nonceS, nonceC,
certC, sigC

Then the STA transmits a DHCPREQUEST
message, which includes the server nonce,
nonceS, a nonce, nonceC, chosen by the STA,
and authentication information. The authentica-
tion information includes the X.509 certificate
certC of the STA’s public key and the STA’s sig-
nature sigC on the message.

S ⇒ C(DHCPACK): PKC,{K},PKC{Kn}, 
nonceC, nonceSf, certS, sigS

The DHCP server sends back a DHCPACK
message which includes the current WEP key K
and the next WEP key Kn encrypted with the STA’s
public key PKC, the STA nonce nonceC, a new serv-
er nonce nonceSf for future use (when the STA
renews its WEP key), and authentication informa-
tion. The authentication information includes the
X.509 certificate certS of the DHCP server and the
server’s signature sigS on the message.

The following protocol describes WEP key
renewal for a connected STA.

C ⇒ S(DHCPREQUEST); nonceS, nonceC,
certC, sigC

This message is the same as the DHCPRE-
QUEST message sent in the above protocol,
except that here the server nonce, nonceS, should
be the future server nonce nonceSf obtained dur-
ing the previous joining or renewing message
exchange with the DHCP server.

S ⇒ C(DHCPACK): PKC{Kn}, nonceC, 
nonceSf, certS, sigS

This message is the same as the DHCPACK
message sent in the above protocol, except that
here the DHCP server only needs to send the
next WEP key Kn encrypted with the STA’s pub-
lic key PKc.

We note that the nonces used in the above
protocols could very well be taken from the 64-bit
replay detection field as defined by the DHCP
authentication option if the option is implement-
ed. In such a case, we do not have to store those
nonce values. The specific details of the DHCP
authentication option are described in [7].

Shared Key Version — Suppose the DHCP server
has a master key Km. To minimize the keys

stored at the DHCP server, the shared key Kc
between an STA with identification clientid and
the DHCP server is generated using a secure
hash function HMAC.

KC = HMAC(Km|clientid|Km)

The shared STA keys are distributed to STAs
in an out-of-band manner.

The following describes the protocol when an
STA joins the network.

C ⇒ S(DHCPDISCOVER)

The DHCPDISCOVER message stays the
same as the public key version.

S ⇒ C(DHCPOFFER): nonceS

The DHCPOFFER message also stays the
same. A server nonce, nonceS, is sent by the
server.

C ⇒ S(DHCPREQUEST): nonceS, nonceC,
clientid, MACC

The DHCPREQUEST message stays the
same, except that the authentication information
now consists of the STA’s identifier clientid and
message authentication code MACc generated by
the STA using the shared key Kc.

S ⇒ C(DHCPACK): KC, KC, {Kn}, nonceC,
nonceSf, MACS

The DHCPACK message stays the same,
except that:
• The WEP keys are now encrypted using shared

key Kc rather than the STA’s public key PKc
• The authentication information now consists

of message authentication code MACs gener-
ated by the DHCP server using the shared 
key Kc.
The following protocol describes WEP key

renewal for a connected STA.

C ⇒ S(DHCPREQUEST): nonceS, nonceC,
clientid, MACC

The DHCPREQUEST message stays the
same as the public key version, except that now
the authentication information consists of the
STA’s identifier clientid and message authentica-
tion code MACc generated by the STA using the
shared key Kc. Note that, just like in the public
key version of the protocol, the server nonce
nonceS used in this message should be the future
server nonce, nonceSf, obtained during the previ-
ous joining or renewing message exchange with
the DHCP server.

S ⇒ C(DHCPACK): KC{Kn}, nonceC, nonceSf,
MACS

DHCPACK message stays the same, except
that:
• The next WEP key Kn is now encrypted using

shared key Kc rather than the STA’s public
key PKc

• The authentication information now consists
of message authentication code MACs gener-
ated by the DHCP server using shared key Kc.

Using a Session Key — One variant to the above
protocols is to derive a session key for encrypt-
ing the WEP keys, rather than using the shared
secret key Kc or the STA’s public key to encrypt

To be able to use
authentication

functionality in our
protocol, we propose

a public key-based
and a shared key-

based authentication
system, which

requires minimal
state maintenance at

the DHCP server.
The public key

mechanism also
helps us solve the

scalability problem.
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the WEP keys directly. When an STA joins the
network and authenticates itself using the above
two join protocols, a session key Ks will be
returned by the DHCP server in place of the
WEP key K, together with WEP keys K and Kn
encrypted using Ks.

A session key is valid for a session that,
depending on key size, could be much longer
than the lifetime of a WEP key. When an STA
sends a DHCPREQUEST message to renew its
WEP key within the same session, the DHCP
server will simply send back the next WEP key
encrypted with the current session key Ks. There
is no authentication involved within the same
session. Beyond the current session, the STA has
to use the join protocol to reauthenticate itself
and get a new session key. In this way, we sepa-
rate authentication and session management
(using different keys). It is also much cheaper
for the public key version. The drawback is that
now the DHCP server has to store a session key
K for each STA.

A Simple Improvement — A simple improvement
over the current WEP implementations would
be to have a setup where:
• The DHCP server gives all valid STAs the

same master secret Sm.
• The DHCP server just includes a nonce N with

each lease that allows the derivation of the
next WEP key Kn = hash(Sm, N)}.
The above protocol uses implicit authentica-

tion since any valid STA would have Sm. It does,
of course, suffer from all of the manual key
management problems as far as Sm goes, but it is
a simple protocol that requires no per STA state
to be stored at the DHCP server.

IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

We now provide the details of the implementa-
tion of one of the protocols described above (the
public key version).

DRIVER AND WIRELESS EXTENSION DETAILS
We implemented a prototype on Linux using
Cryptlib as our security toolkit. We used the GPL
driver for the WaveLAN IEEE/ORiNOCO (main-
tained by Andreas Neuhaus), which was included
in the pcmcia-cs-3.1.15 package for Linux. The
driver fully supports the wireless extensions v9
(note that the current driver is v1.0.6, included in
pcmcia-cs-3.1.24). Wireless extension support is
required to change keys on the fly.

Linux wireless tools v20 provides tools, such
as iwconfig and iwspy, which can configure
WEP keys on the fly if the driver fully supports
wireless extension. We extracted the code in
iwconfig as a C function call to change the 
WEP key.

CLIENT AND SERVER DAEMONS

We instrumented the DHCP client and server
code (v 3.0rc1pl1 from Internet Software Con-
sortium, ISC) and changed the code to include
the facility for large options. We also added an
option for wireless rekeying.

DEALING WITH LARGE OPTIONS
DHCP options cannot be more than 256 bytes.
Since we implemented our own authentication
mechanism within the wireless rekey option, we
had to deal with the large option size, which
exceeds 256 bytes. In such cases, the large option
was split into multiple buffers, which are logical-
ly grouped into an aggregate buffer. Large
DHCP options were stored in the DHCP packet
in three separate portions of the packet. These
are the optional parameters field, the sname
field, and the file field.

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

A server machine, which acted as an AP, ran
our firewall and the DHCP server daemon.
Another machine, which acted as a client, ran
the DHCP client daemon. Both machines ran
on RedHat Linux 6.2 with a Pentium III 933
MHz processor and 128 Mbytes RAM. The
cards were running in the ad hoc demo mode
when collecting performance data. The reason
for using ad hoc mode was that it took quite
some time to installing the key on the wireless
card (on the AP) if the AP and the DHCP serv-
er were not on the same machine. This is
because most vendors use SNMP messages for
re-keying, which can take between 5 and 20 s at
the worst.3

We implemented the public key version pro-
tocol discussed earlier, and we tested the effects
of key updates upon active connections.

This was of utmost importance, because if a
key update disconnected a connection, it would
have been of little use. We tested our key update
protocol with many types of connection-oriented
protocols, such as FTP, telnet, and Netperf, to
analyze the performance of the protocol. None
of the active connections was adversely affected
by the concurrent key update process.

We also did various types of transfers of files
ranging from 200 bytes to 10 Mbytes. This range
covered a number of key updates while the file
was being transferred. Even when key updates
were happening rapidly (once every 10 s or so)
none of the connections broke.

The amount of time it took for a disconnect-
ed user to get authenticated was measured.
This reflected the time needed for an STA to
get the WEP key. The amount of time it took
for the server to process an STA’s key update
request was also measured. This determined
the maximum number of key renewals per sec-
ond.

Table 1 shows the above two measures.
These values were taken from 200 key updates.
From Table 1, we see that a DHCP server can
process more than 35 key update requests/s.
Moreover, it only takes approximately 0.1 s for
the client to reauthenticate itself and join the
network.

3 Now it is possible to
build APs running Linux,
which enables us to run
the DHCP server and the
AP on the same machine.
Even if the DHCP server
and the AP run on differ-
ent machines, the extra
overhead for installing the
key is just the network
delay on the wired net-
work, which we believe
will not affect our perfor-
mance numbers drastical-
ly.

� Table 1. The time required to obtain a new WEP key.

Time (ms) Mean Min 10% tile Median 90% tile Max Std dev

Reauth of client 156 117 126 126 133 1016 119

Processing client 28 20 26 28 29 37 2
request
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CONCLUSIONS
The combination of our results with those of
Walker and Borisov et al. demonstrates serious
flaws in all of the security mechanisms used by
the vast majority of access points supporting the
IEEE 802.11 wireless standard. The end result is
that most of the deployed 802.11 wireless net-
works are at risk of compromise. An interim
short-term mitigation (not a complete solution)
is a robust key management system for WEP, a
higher-layer authentication system, and the use
of a higher-layer transport mechanism (e.g.,
IPSec). The combination of these mechanisms
provides a robust interim solution until hardware
supporting the new standards is deployed.
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